Lehi’s Dream and the Sower
FOUR TYPES OF PEOPLE 1 Nephi 8

1. **Totally Worldly in all Aspects vs: 31-33**
   - Sought out spacious building feeling their way.
   - Drowned in filthy water
   - Wandered in strange roads [churches]
   - Great number sought this way of life (1 N 14:12)
   - Lost from view (D&C 76:45-46)

2. **Became lost as to spiritual things vs: 21-23**
   - Numberless concourses of people - pressing forward-obtained the path (Christ like Values)
   - mist of darkness - (temptations of the world)
   - Lost their way, wandered off the path (NO IRON ROD)

3. **Pride of the world more important than Gospel of Christ vs:24-28**
   - Members of The Church who became ashamed
   - Mocked by those outside the Gospel of Christ
   - Fell away into forbidden paths.
   - lifted up high-mindedness

4. **Tree of Life is precious vs: 29-30**
   - Pressing forward, caught hold of the iron rod.
   - Continually holding fast to the rod of iron.
   - Fell down and partook of the fruit of the tree (ordinances of the Gospel of Christ)

Lehi’s Dream and the Sower
FOUR TYPES OF SOIL Matthew 13

1. **No understanding - Captured by Satan vs:4,19**
   - Wayside = hard packed earth/path.
   - Water cannot penetrate.
   - Seed lies exposed, to be eaten.
   - Unable to be nourished (Alma 32:27-28)

2. **Momentary Excitement - Good intentions vs:5-6,20-21**
   - Stony Places = rocky soil/little earth
   - Forthwith they sprung up
   - Sun = challenges of mortality
   - Not root in himself = personal testimony (borrowed light)

3. **Thorns infested the Wheat vs:7, 22**
   - Overcome by worldly interests
   - Deceitfulness of riches
   - Cares of the world

4. **Nourished the seed vs:8-9, 23**
   - Understood and endured the word of God.
   - Beareth fruit to various degrees.